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In this world of polarizing divisions, there are those who embrace indebtedness and those who seek to

minimize it.

For example, in his recent Star-Phoenix response to "letters to the editor about major capital

investments underway in Saskatoon," Mayor Don Atchison argued that "a policy of delay, delay, delay"

in investing in various structural and infrastructural projects "isn't an option."

"When (outside) funding is available," he added, "playing catch-up is an expensive and dangerous

game."

I would respectfully suggest that racking up debt - whether external funding is available or not - can be

an even more expensive and dangerous game.

Just ask Barack Obama, whose administration is borrowing more than $4 billion a day and facing a

$14.5-trillion national debt. Canada's national debt isn't exactly insubstantial, either: It's rocketing

toward $570 billion. Greece has been brought to the brink due to massive public debt, while the

European Union desperately hopes China will help bail it out of a debt contagion that's endangering the

financial stability of the entire world.

What these spend-indebted countries would not now give to be in China's shoes, looking down the debt

hole rather than up from the bottom.

Atchison wrote: "To slide back to 'how things were done in the old days' simply doesn't cut it."

If by that he means previous city councils husbanded resources more carefully and eschewed massive

debt, I think most taxpayers would opt for "the old days" in a heartbeat.

Because sooner or later, you have to deal with debt. In Toronto, which faces a budget shortfall of

around $700 million, Mayor Rob Ford has had to make unpopular "core review" cuts.

In Chicago, where the budget deficit currently sits at more than $500 million US, Mayor Rahm Emanuel

vowed to shave $75 million from city budgets within his first 100 days.

In his piece, Atchison noted Saskatoon's business friendliness and AAA credit rating.

Sure, but missing in his commentary was how much the city is counting on future revenue projections to

pay for its capital investments, how much civic taxes will have to rise to bankroll the city's high-rolling

ways and just how much the city is going into the red. (Its accumulated debt as of 2010: $145.5 million,

which represents 48.89 per cent of the city's budget.)

The kind of spending that's elicited so much concern in letters to the editor and elsewhere is by now

well-known: The unnecessary closing of the beloved Mendel Art Gallery, to be replaced with the

$84-million Remai Art Gallery of Saskatchewan ($34 million to come from taxpayers); the planned
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construction of a new facility for transit, city yards and public works ($200 million) and new transit mall

($7 million); the massive police station ($122 million); and the $300 million south bridge ($100 million by

taxpayers after provincial and federal costsharing), which most people think should have been

preceded by a north bridge.

The cost to the taxpayer of these projects alone totals $463 million. The city's total annual budget

currently stands at $297 million.

In addition, do we really need a $6.7-million bicycle corridor between SIAST on 33rd Street and the

university? Should the city have spent $1.1 million on the "Excellence Within Us" professional

development program, mandated for all city hall employees? Is this the time for city councillors to be

approving a $9.8-million upgrade to the Gordie Howe Bowl, even as, for example, the condemned

Traffic Bridge sits useless? Was the Saskatoon Speaks initiative really worth some $700,000?

So deep a hole have all these, and other, undertakings made in the city's treasury that it's now short

roughly $77 million for adequate road maintenance - the one city service practically everyone

demands.

And it's not just letters to the editor that have expressed concern about the city's priorities and fiscal

status.

Last June, a report by city manager Murray Totland noted a widespread call "to rethink our priorities." In

a city whose taxes have risen 27 per cent since 2005, Totland declared "anything and everything is up

for discussion."

In the same context, councillors heard a call from one of their own for "zero-based budgeting." And

Coun. Myles Heidt, concerned over rising taxes, said "something's got to go . . . programs . . . staff . . .

anything. We've got to make some decisions now."

For these councillors, a policy of "delay, delay, delay" on increased spending clearly was - and is - an

option, and a crucial one.
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